
WADS System
(Work Area Definition)

Principles of Operation
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WAD/ISS
(Work Area Definition/Integrated Swing 
Sensor) 
System incorporates a sensor housed in the 
swing drive of the crane that measures the angle 
of the upper structure of the crane relative to its 
carrier. 

The sensor measures the angle by counting 
electronic “pulses” on the target gear relative 
from the zero point (set by the operator) in either 
a positive or negative direction.

The conditioning box translates the signal from 
the sensor so that it can be processed by the 
computer and shown in degrees of rotation in the 
information window of the display console.

Target
Gear
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If the boom is rotated in either 
direction past the points set on the 
circle, an alarm will sound and a light 
will illuminate.  This will also give a 
warning banner in the information 
window of the display.  

Use of the “WAD’s” system lets the 
operator setup a “Safe Work Area” in 
certain quadrants of the rotation 
circle on the crane. 

This perimeter is created by setting 2 
points on the outer diameter of the 
rotation circle and connect to the 
center of the circle.  Forming a “Pie” 
shaped work area. 

Remember!!  This is a warning Device….The red Light will come on, and there 
will be an audible alarm sound, but there will be no motion cut out.



Another swing alarm is called  the “Work Area 
Alarm”. This alarm, when set properly, 
enables the operator to define a safe 
operating zone by setting only two points. 
This results in an enhanced work area and 
defines the exclusion zone area. 

The exclusion zone area can be visualized by 
connecting the two set points with a horizontal 
line and extending the line upwards to create a 
vertical plane or wall. When the end of the 
boom passes through this plane, the red 
warning lamp will illuminate and the display will 
show the message “EXCLUSION ZONE” in 
the information screen.

WARNING!!  The Operator Defined Work Area Alarm Is a Warning Device. All 
Functions Remain Operational When Entering The Operator Defined Exclusion 
Zone. Safe Working Distance is the time it would take to react to an alarm, and 
for the crane motion to be halted before entering the Exclusion Zone.
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TYPICAL “WADS” SYSTEM
(Work Area Definition)



Just a little reminder about 
Operator Set Alarms



Setting Operator 
Set Alarms



Setting Operator 
Set Alarms



Accessing and Setting 
Swing Alarms



Maintaining an Accurate “0” Point

**Note**  This method can only be used after the initial 
calibration of the entire system.



Accessing and Setting 
Swing Alarms
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Accessing and Setting 
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Accessing and Setting 
Swing Alarms



Calibration of “WADS” System
Note:  This routine can only be accessed from within 
the  Calibration mode of the system!!



Calibration of “WADS” System

Completing this portion of the calibration identifies 
the configuration of the “Crane Package”



Calibration of “WADS” System



Upon entering the swing sensor calibration menu, 
any existing fault condition will result in an error 
being displayed and calibration menu locked until the 
condition is cleared. 

Error Codes for “WADS” system
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Replacement of “WADS” Sensor
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